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Screen scene
Whatever your screening or fencing needs may be, bamboo is the answer

L

ooking for a natural way to add privacy
or screen your garden? If so, Bamboo
Habitat’s bamboo screens are ideal. These
easy-to-manage, 1.2m-wide screens can
be joined for a continuous, seamless look or
framed for a more structured appearance. They
can be cut down into smaller sections (to create a
gate, for example) and they can be made to follow
a curved line, perfect for use around circular
objects, such as water tanks.
Finished using traditional firing methods,
the Smoked range is Bamboo Habitat’s largest.

Smoked screens have a wonderful, earthy scent
and a scorched, woody-brown tone, which is the
perfect natural backdrop to plantings or art. If
you prefer a more traditional look, the Natural
Delta is the style for you. You can let it weather
to a soft blonde/grey tone or enhance the light
colour with Bamboo Habitat’s exclusive Bamboo
Honey UV-tinted marine varnish.
Bamboo Habitat offers customers a plethora of
choices. The Delta style, for example, is available
in three heights (1.5m, 1.8m and 2.1m) and two
colour options, Natural and Smoked. Then there

is the Smoked Moku, with an upmarket hardwood
timber detail (which stands 1.8m high) and
the Smoked Congo, which has a staggered top
(available in two heights, 1.8m and 2.1m).
For quality, all screens are made from full,
round bamboo poles (not split) and are strung
internally with 3mm galvanised wire, ensuring
structural soundness for around 15 years.
For convenience, Bamboo Habitat offers an
installation service in the Sydney metropolitan
area and on the NSW South Coast, and if you
can’t collect from the Sydney warehouse, an
Australia-wide, door-to-door freight service is
also available.
If you want to complement your screening
with garden decor or water features, Bamboo
Habitat can assist customers to buy direct from
its sister business in Bali or coordinate orders/
shipments on their behalf.
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